Background
==========

Proprioception refers to the ability to perceive the location of one's body in space and has been classically divided into two subcomponents: position sense and kinesthesia \[[@B1]\]. Position sense is the ability of an individual to identify the static location of a body part, whereas kinesthesia is the ability to identify body motion. Although muscle spindle afferents are considered to provide the dominant source of information for position sense, cutaneous afferents are also an important source of information, particularly for the more distal joints \[[@B2]-[@B6]\].

In healthy individuals, the suggestion that position sense may decline with age across adulthood is not entirely surprising because a number of physiological changes occur in the proprioceptive system with increasing age. Studies have shown that muscle spindles show lower sensitivity \[[@B7]-[@B9]\], intrafusal fibres decline in number \[[@B10],[@B11]\], spindle diameters decrease in size \[[@B12]\] and capsular thickness increases \[[@B11]\]. Cutaneous mechanoreceptors also decrease in number with age \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. Each of these natural changes may contribute to declines in position sense.

In addition to peripheral changes that occur with increasing age, modifications to the central nervous system may also contribute to age-related declines in proprioception. For example, decreased grey matter in the post-central gyrus \[[@B15],[@B16]\] and reduced activity in proprioceptive regions of the basal ganglia \[[@B17]\] may contribute to declines in position sense across adulthood. Position sense is also influenced in a task-dependent manner by attention and possibly other cognitive factors \[[@B18]\], thus age-related declines in attention and cognition may contribute to declines in proprioception with increasing age.

In spite of these changes in the peripheral and central aspects of somatosensory processing, there remains disagreement whether position sense in the upper limb actually declines with age (for a review see Goble et al. 2009 \[[@B19]\]). In the upper limb, several small studies and one large study have found that position sense is slightly worse in subjects in their seventh or eighth decade of life as compared to performance in their third \[[@B20]-[@B23]\]. However, these studies contradict the findings of a large study by Kokmen et al. \[[@B24]\] that found no effects of age on the sense of joint motion (kinesthesia) at the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. The discrepancy between these studies may reflect differences between position sense and kinesthesia. However, both functions are susceptible to peripheral and central influences of aging, thus the effects of aging on position sense and kinesthesia remain unclear.

A clear understanding of the effects of increasing age on position sense is important clinically for identifying how neurological disorders impact proprioception. Notably, stroke and traumatic brain injury often lead to deficits in position sense \[[@B25],[@B26]\]. Poor position sense also correlates with poor functional outcomes following stroke \[[@B27]\], whereas individuals with intact position sense following stroke have significantly better motor recovery \[[@B28]-[@B32]\]. By characterizing the effects of aging on position sense, it is possible to differentiate deficits that are caused by stroke or TBI from those reflecting normal declines due to aging.

We conducted the present study to, a) provide a better understanding of age-related declines in upper limb position sense and b) develop a normative data set that could be used for comparison to clinical populations. To achieve these goals, we have used an objective and reliable assessment of position sense based on robotic technology to quantify arm position sense in a large cohort of 209 healthy individuals between 18 and 90 years of age. To examine age-related declines in upper limb position sense, regression models were developed to quantify the influence of age on measures of position sense. Because neurological disorders, such as stroke, can affect both sexes and both sides of the body, we also examined influences of sex (male versus female) and test-hand (dominant versus non-dominant) to control for these factors in the normative data sets. We considered the potential influence of sex given that age-related changes are often thought to be more prominent in the male brain \[[@B15],[@B33]-[@B35]\]. We examined differences between using the dominant and non-dominant arms to probe position sense because of their distinct contributions to various aspects of proprioceptive function \[[@B36]-[@B41]\].

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

Male and female participants between the ages of 18 and 90 were recruited from the communities of Kingston, Ontario and Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Contact was made through posted flyers, advertisements in local newspapers, and direct communication with families of stroke inpatients at St. Mary's of the Lake Hospital (Kingston, Ontario) and Foothills Medical Centre (Calgary, Alberta). Participants were excluded from the study if they: 1) had any history of neurological impairments, 2) had any ongoing musculoskeletal problems of the shoulder and/or elbow, and 3) were unable to understand the instructions for the testing procedure. To ensure eligibility for the study, all participants completed a clinical examination, which included a detailed medical history and physical examinations of strength of the upper extremity using the MRC grading system \[[@B42]\], range of motion, and motor control using the Purdue Pegboard \[[@B43]\]. Subjects who did not obtain a normal score on any of these tests were excluded from the study. We also excluded any subject who was unable to understand the instructions for any of the clinical assessments or the robotic assessment. A physician or physical therapist with expertise in stroke rehabilitation performed all clinical examinations. Subjects also completed the 10 item modified version of Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (writing, drawing, throwing, scissors, toothbrush, knife, spoon, broom, match, and lid) to determine their hand dominance \[[@B44]\]. Subjects were considered right-handed, left-handed, and ambidextrous if they obtained scores of 50 to 100, -100 to -50, or -49 to 49, respectively \[[@B45]\]. Before entering the study, all participants provided informed consent. Data from some participants (n = 65) had been collected as control data for a previous study of position sense following stroke \[[@B26]\]. All methods for data collection used in the previous study were identical to those used in the current study. Ethics approval was obtained from the ethics boards of Queen's University, Providence Care, and the University of Calgary.

Robotic apparatus
-----------------

The current study used the KINARM exoskeleton robot (BKIN Technologies Ltd., Kingston, Ontario), which is a joint-based robotic apparatus that can be used to manipulate, monitor and record joint- (shoulder and elbow) and hand-based kinematic data (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The robotic apparatus has been described in a number of previous publications \[[@B25]-[@B27],[@B46]-[@B48]\]. Participants sit in a modified wheelchair seat with both arms comfortably placed in arm troughs that are adjusted to the dimensions of each individual (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). The exoskeleton provides full gravitational support of the arms and hands, permits arm movements in the horizontal plane, and can apply mechanical loads to the shoulder and/or elbow. Angles of the shoulder and elbow are obtained directly from encoders within the robotic motors, and a calibration process is used to compute joint- and hand-based kinematics, including the position of each index finger within the horizontal plane. The robot is docked to an augmented reality system that can display targets within the same plane as the arms and hands. For purposes of the current study, vision of the arms and hands was occluded and the augmented reality display was not employed (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Robotic apparatus.A**, Frontal view of a participant sitting in the robotic apparatus. The participant sits comfortably in the modified wheelchair base with his arms and hands supported by troughs. **B**, Side view of a participant with the robotic apparatus docked at the augmented reality workstation. Shields mounted under the glass and a soft, black cover hanging between the glass and the participant's neck occlude all vision of the arms and hands. Written, informed consent for the publication of pictures was obtained from the participant.](1743-0003-11-43-1){#F1}

Although other studies have used instruments such as dynamometers \[[@B49]\], motion-capture systems \[[@B50]\], inclinometers \[[@B51]\], and light exoskeleton systems \[[@B52]\] to measure position sense, our robotic device offers a number of advantages. Notably, our robotic apparatus allows us to rapidly set-up and calibrate subjects, passively move the arms through smooth trajectories, and couple movements at multiple joints (shoulder and elbow) in joint- or hand- coordinates. In addition, unloaded tasks, such as the arm position matching task, require negligible amounts of strength because the arms are fully supported against gravity. Perhaps most important, however, we are able to objectively obtain valid, reliable, and sensitive measures of sensory, motor, and cognitive function with a single platform. Benefits of using robotic technology for assessment of sensory and motor deficits have also been described in a recent review \[[@B53]\].

Arm position matching task
--------------------------

Position sense of the upper extremity was assessed with an arm position matching task \[[@B25]-[@B27]\]. With the arms and hands occluded from vision, the robot passively moved one hand (passive hand) to one of nine different target locations (fingertip positions) organized in a 3×3 matrix with 10 cm separation between targets (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). The participants were instructed to actively move the opposite hand (active hand) to the mirror location in space. To help ensure that matching performance reflected sensory perception rather than motor control, participants were given as long as needed to complete each trial; the examiner then triggered the next trial when the subjects verbally instructed to the examiner that they felt their active hand was mirror matching their passive hand. By requiring a verbal response before triggering the next trial, we were also able to control for momentary lapses of attention. Each of the nine target locations was presented once in a randomized block. Six different blocks were obtained for a total of 54 trials. All participants completed the task twice, once using each hand as the active hand.

![**Position matching task.A**, Top down workspace view of a typical participant. The robot passively moved the left hand to nine spatial locations (filled symbols) and the right arm was actively moved by the participant to mirror-match each spatial location (open symbols). Ellipses around each of open symbols represent one standard deviation. Areas enclosed by the solid and dashed grey lines show the matching areas of passive and active arms, respectively. **B**, Overlap of the passive and active arms after mirror transforming data from the left arm to the right side of the workspace. **C**--**E**, The data has been modified to illustrate examples of increased variability **(C)**, systematic shift **(D)** and spatial contraction **(E)**.](1743-0003-11-43-2){#F2}

Analyses
--------

All analyses were performed using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Massachusetts, USA). Matching performance was examined in both hand- and joint-coordinates to permit comparisons with both research studies and clinical practice, which commonly use single-joint or whole-limb tasks to measure position sense. Parameters in hand-coordinates were quantified using Cartesian (*x*, *y*) positions of the index fingertips obtained from the robotic apparatus at the end of each trial. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A illustrates a workspace view of the mean fingertip positions of the passive and active hands of an exemplar participant for each target. In order to visually compare the positions of the passive and active hands, the position of the passive hand was mirrored across the *x* coordinate (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B).

In a previous study \[[@B26]\], we developed three parameters (Variability (Var), Systematic Shift (Shift), Spatial Contraction/Expansion (C/E) to characterize subject performance based on hand position (See Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for definitions). These parameters showed good to excellent reliability (Var: r = 0.81; Shift: r = 0.70; C/E: r = 0.86). The formulae used to compute Var, Shift, and C/E have been previously described in detail \[[@B26]\]. Separate values for Var and Shift were obtained for the *x*, *y*, and *xy* (linear distance) dimensions. For didactic purposes, Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, D and E highlight representative patterns of errors, illustrating large variability, a large systematic shift in hand position across the workspace, and a reduction in the overall spatial area of the workspace used with the active hand, respectively. Other studies have generally quantified the absolute errors in position sense \[[@B54],[@B55]\]. These absolute errors should increase due to any of the patterns depicted in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C-E. For comparison with previous studies, we also computed absolute error (AE).

###### 

Attributes and parameters of the arm position matching task

  **Coordinate frame**   **Parameter**    **Abrv**   **Units**                                                                                                              **Definition**
  ---------------------- ---------------- ---------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Hand-coordinates       Variability      *Var*      cm                                                                                                                     Mean trial-by-trial variability of the active hand in *x*, *y*, and *xy* coordinates.
  Systematic shift       *Shift*          cm         Systematic errors between the mean *x* and *y* positions of the active and passive hands.                              
  Absolute error         *AE*             cm         Absolute errors between the mean *x* and *y* positions of the active and passive hands.                                
  Spatial Cont/Exp       *C/E*            ---        Ratio of: i) mean spatial area enclosed by the active hand to ii) mean spatial area of enclosed by the passive hand.   
  Joint-coordinates      Variability      *Var*      deg                                                                                                                    Mean trial-by-trial variability of the shoulder and elbow angles of the active arm.
  Systematic shift       *Shift*          deg        Systematic errors between the shoulder and elbow angles of the active and passive arms.                                
                         Absolute error   *AE*       deg                                                                                                                    Absolute errors between the shoulder and elbow angles of the active and passive arms.

Parameters in joint-coordinates were quantified using shoulder and elbow angles obtained directly from the robotic apparatus at the end of each trial (See Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In joint-space, separate values were obtained for the shoulder and elbow joints. Each parameter was calculated separately for each target and then averaged across all targets.

Linear regression was used to quantify age-related changes for each parameter. If the grouped data exhibited a significant regression fit (*F*-test, *P* \< 0.05), residual values were computed by subtracting out the regression model from the original values. If the grouped data did not exhibit a significant regression fit (*F*-tests, *P* ≥ 0.05), we continued with the original data values.

For those parameters with a significant regression fit, we tested whether the residual values were normally distributed. If the residual values were not normally distributed (Lilliefors test, *P* \< 0.05), the original data was transformed with a: 1) logarithmic, 2) square root, or 3) inverse transform. In cases when a transform was needed, linear regression was repeated on the transformed data and, if a significant fit was found (*F*-test, *P* \< 0.05), residuals were re-calculated from the transformed data. The residual values were then retested for normality until a normal distribution was obtained from one of the transforms.

After a normal distribution of residual values was obtained, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to quantify effects of sex (males versus females) and test-hand (dominant versus non-dominant). Note that our examination of test-hand assessed whether subjects performed differently when matching with the dominant hand (left or right) as the active hand compared to using their non-dominant hand as the active hand. Specifically, this did not examine whether right-dominant subjects differ from left-dominant subjects. If a parameter exhibited a significant effect of sex and/or test-hand (*P* \< 0.05), the original data was separated by sex (males and females) and/or test-hand (dominant and non-dominant) and the methods described above were repeated to quantify effects of age for each separate group. Data from the separate groups were then used to compute normative statistics.

In order to establish normative statistics for each parameter, we obtained a number of percentiles (1, 2.5, 5, 25, 50, 75, 95, 97.5, 99) from the residual values with a significant effect of age (*F*-test, *P* \< 0.05) and the original values without a significant effect of age (*F*-test, *P* ≥ 0.05). Percentiles were obtained using the Matlab percentile function (prctile.m), which uses rank ordering with linear interpolation to find percentiles. Percentiles obtained from a parameter with a significant regression fit could be transformed back into its native units to obtain a unique statistical distribution for any given age, sex, and test-hand. The formulae used for the different inverse transforms include:

$$\text{No}\ \text{Transform}:\ \mathit{y} = \left( {\textit{age}*\textit{slope}} \right) + \mathit{bias} + \textit{percentile}$$

$$\text{Log}\ \text{Transform}:\ \mathit{y} = \mathit{e}^{({{({\mathit{age}*\mathit{slope}})} + \mathit{bias} + \mathit{percentile}})}$$

$$\text{Square}\mspace{2mu}\text{Root}\mspace{2mu}\text{Transform}:\ \mathit{y} = \left( {\left( {\textit{age}*\textit{slope}} \right) + \mathit{bias} + \textit{percentile}} \right)^{2}$$

$$\text{Inverse}\ \text{Transform}:\ \mathit{y} = \frac{1}{\left( {\left( {\textit{age}*\textit{slope}} \right) + \textit{bias} + \textit{percentile}} \right)}$$

Percent changes in parameters were computed using the regression fits to find the median values of parameters for 18 and 90 year-old subjects, then calculating the percent change:

$$\text{Percent}\ \text{Change}:\mspace{9mu}\mathit{\Delta y} = \frac{\left( {\mathit{y}_{90}–\mathit{y}_{18}} \right)}{\mathit{y}_{18}}*100\mathit{\%}$$

Results
=======

A total of 209 participants (96 male, 113 female) completed the arm position matching task with both arms. Demographic data describing the age, sex, and handedness of the participants are provided in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Scores from the Modified Edinburgh Handedness Inventory were used to classify participants as right-handed (handedness score ≥ 50; n = 188), left-handed (handedness score ≤ -50; n = 12), or mixed handedness (-50 \< handedness score \< 50; n = 9) \[[@B44],[@B45]\]. All nine participants who scored in the mixed handedness range performed more tasks with their right-hand and were, therefore, treated as right-handed participants in our analysis.

###### 

Subject demographics (n= 209 subjects, 96 male and 113 female)

   **Age**    **\# Subjects**   **Median age**   **Sex**   **Handedness**                
  ---------- ----------------- ---------------- --------- ---------------- ------- ----- -----
   18 -- 29         41                24           16            25         14/22   1/1   1/2
   30 -- 39         37                34           18            19         17/18   1/1   0/0
   40 -- 49         34                46           12            22         10/17   1/4   1/1
   50 -- 59         30                55            8            22         6/21    0/1   2/0
   60 -- 69         35                63           20            15         18/15   0/0   2/0
   70 -- 79         23                72           16            7          15/6    1/1   0/0
   80 -- 90          9                82            6            3           6/3    0/0   0/0

Hand-based parameter analysis
-----------------------------

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the performance of two representative participants, a 24 year old male (A) and an 82 year old female (B), in the arm position matching task. The 24 year old male exhibited mean Var~xy~ scores of 3.3 cm and 3.7 cm with the left and right active hands, respectively. The 82 year old female exhibited mean Var~xy~ scores of 4.1 cm with both active hands. A comparison of the areas subtended by the active (dashed grey lines) and passive (solid grey lines) hands highlights the relative contraction or expansion (C/E) of the target set. The 24 year old male did not exhibit obvious contraction or expansion of the workspace with either hand (C/E = 0.98 and 0.97) whereas the 82 year old female displayed modest contraction of the workspace with both hands (C/E = 0.88 and 0.75). Both exemplar participants exhibited relatively small systematic shifts, with the 24 year old male exhibiting smaller shifts (Shift~xy~ = 3.7 and 2.0 cm) than the 82 year old female (Shift~xy~ = 5.1 and 3.7 cm). Finally, absolute errors displayed by each exemplar participant reflected their overall performance on the other three parameters. The 24 year old male obtained absolute *xy* errors of 4.4 cm and 3.5 cm as compared to the 82 year old female, who had absolute *xy* errors of 5.8 cm and 4.8 cm.

![**Position matching behavior of two representative participants, a 24 year old male (A)and an 82 year old female(B).** Each plot shows the mean hand position of the active arm (open symbols) superimposed on the passive arm (closed symbols) for each of the nine target locations. Thin black ellipses show the variability of the mean hand position of the active arm for each target. The areas enclosed by the solid and dashed grey lines show the matching areas of passive and active arms, respectively.](1743-0003-11-43-3){#F3}

Trial-to-trial variability in matching the position of the limb at a given target location was generally influenced by age (Var~x~, Var~y~, Var~xy~: *P* ≤ 0.001) and test-hand (Var~x~, Var~xy~: *P* ≤ 0.004) but not sex (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Log transforms were required for all variability regressions, denoting that both the mean and range of variability increased exponentially with age. The effects of age and test-hand on Var~xy~ is displayed in Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B. Across adulthood (18 to 90 years of age), median performance in Var~xy~ increased from 3.1 cm to 4.2 cm (36%) when the test-hand was the dominant hand (*P* \< 10^-5^) and from 2.9 cm to 3.7 cm (27%) when the test-hand was the non-dominant hand (*P* = 0.001). Similarly, when the test-hand was the dominant hand the range of Var~xy~ between the 5th and 95th percentiles increased from 2.5 cm at 18 years of age to 3.4 cm at 90 years of age (36%). When the test-hand was the non-dominant hand, the range increased from 2.4 cm to 3.0 cm (27%) between 18 and 90 years of age.

###### 

Model fits and percentiles for hand-based parameters of position sense

  **Param**   **Group**    **Trans**              **Model fit**             **Percentiles**                                                                        
  ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- --------------- --------- ----------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
  Var~x~      Dom             log      \<10^-5^      0.0044        0.935        --0.566       --0.479   --0.406   --0.151   --0.006    0.169     0.418     0.458     0.489
  Var~x~      N-Dom           log       0.001        0.0036        0.873        --0.729       --0.528   --0.462   --0.191   --0.005    0.178     0.456     0.529     0.652
  Var~y~      All             log      \<10^-4^      0.0030        0.268        --0.604       --0.472   --0.400   --0.175   --0.011    0.164     0.425     0.505     0.642
  Var~xy~     Dom             log      \<10^-5^      0.0042        1.056        --0.492       --0.410   --0.375   --0.146   --0.001    0.150     0.400     0.430     0.459
  Var~xy~     N-Dom           log       0.001        0.0033        1.023        --0.616       --0.463   --0.432   --0.157   --0.007    0.152     0.414     0.519     0.595
  Shift~x~    All             ---       0.673          ---          ---         --9.184       --7.765   --6.501   --3.221   --0.550    2.534     7.242     8.098     9.425
  Shift~y~    Dom             ---       0.135          ---          ---         --5.716       --4.684   --4.172   --1.464    0.015     1.627     3.614     5.143     5.610
  Shift~y~    N-Dom           ---       0.009       --0.0241      --0.093       --4.973       --4.058   --3.641   --1.622   --0.034    1.567     3.979     4.928     6.699
  Shift~xy~   All            sqrt       0.009        0.0040        1.784        --1.241       --1.066   --0.926   --0.399   --0.022    0.397     0.917     1.087     1.303
  C/E~xy~     All             ---      \<10^-5^     --0.0026       0.954        --0.416       --0.362   --0.318   --0.148   --0.009    0.146     0.350     0.425     0.513
  AE~xy~      Male            log       0.001        0.0038        1.479        --0.639       --0.569   --0.488   --0.265    0.030     0.229     0.483     0.593     0.661
  AE~xy~      Female          inv       0.012       --0.0007       0.247         0.146         0.141     0.113     0.042    --0.003   --0.049   --0.097   --0.106   --0.119

*Abbreviations:* Var, variability; C/E, spatial contraction/expansion; AE, absolute error. For parameters with a significant effect of sex or active-hand, model fits and percentiles are given for each group. None of the parameters had a significant effect of both sex and active-hand.

![**Effect of age on hand-based parameters of position sense.** Each dot represents one arm of a participant. **A**, **B**, Variability (Var~*xy*~) of the dominant **(A)** and non-dominant **(B)** arms. **C**, Systematic shifts (Shift~xy~). **D**, Spatial Contraction/Expansion (C/E). **E**, **F**, Absolute error (AE~xy~) of males **(E)** and females **(F)**. In each panel, parameter values are plotted in their native untransformed units even if they were transformed to attain a normal distribution of residuals during the regression analyses. Values of the representative participants from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are shown with an X. Lines show the median (thick line), inter-quartile range (medium thickness lines), and central 95% confidence interval (thin lines) obtained from the regression analysis.](1743-0003-11-43-4){#F4}

Unlike variability, systematic shifts (Shift) in matching performance were not consistently affected by age (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Shifts along the x dimension (Shift~x~) were not significantly influenced by age, sex, or test-hand, whereas linear shifts (Shift~xy~) increased with age (*P* = 0.009) but were unaffected by sex or test-hand. Shift~y~ was influenced by the test-hand (*P* \< 10^-5^) but not sex, thus the dominant and non-dominant hands were treated separately. Shift~y~ for the non-dominant hand was influenced by age (*P* = 0.009), whereas Shift~y~ for the dominant hand did not have a significant regression with age (*P* = 0.135). Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C highlights the performance of all subjects for Shift~xy~. From 18 to 90 years of age, participants exhibited a significant increase from 3.4 cm to 4.5 cm (34%) in their median Shift~xy~. However, this influence of age is much smaller than the range in performance between 5th and 95th percentiles, which was 6.8 cm at 18 years of age and 7.9 cm at 90 years of age.

Contraction/expansion (C/E) value was the only hand-based parameter not influenced by sex or test-hand (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). A significant regression was observed between C/E and age (*P* \< 10^-5^) such that there was a 21% increase in contraction of the matching workspace across adulthood. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D shows the effect of age on C/E~xy~. At age 20, median performance was 0.89 meaning that the spatial area of the active hand was 89% of the spatial area of the passive hand moved by the robot. In contrast, median performance was 0.73 at age 80 years old. The influence of age on C/E was again much smaller than the difference between 5th to 95th percentile values, which was equal to 0.67 at a given age.

Absolute errors in the *xy* dimension (AE~xy~) exhibited a significant effect of sex (*P* = 0.003) but not test-hand, thus males and females were separated for the regression analyses (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}E illustrates that male participants displayed a significant increase from 4.8 cm to 6.3 cm (31%) in their median AE~xy~ across adulthood (*P* = 0.001). Similarly, Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}F shows that female participants exhibited a significant increase 3.8 cm to 4.6 cm (22%) in their median AE~xy~ across adulthood (*P* = 0.012). Again, the influence of age on AE was much smaller than the range of values for males and females at a given age.

Joint-based parameter analysis
------------------------------

Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} show the statistical influence of increasing age on joint-based parameters. We did not find a significant effect of sex or test-hand for variability at the shoulder and elbow. Furthermore, variability at the shoulder did not show a significant change with age (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A), whereas we observed a 0.5° (13%) increase in variability at the elbow across adulthood (*P* = 0.030; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). Age-related changes in variability at the elbow were much smaller than inter-subject differences, which could be as small as 2° for some subjects and as large as 7° for other subjects.

![**Effects of age on joint-based parameters of position sense.A**, **B**, Variability observed at the shoulder **(A)** and elbow **(B)**. **C**, Systematic shifts at the shoulder (grouped data). *D*, Systematic shifts at the elbow non-dominant arm. **E***,***F***,* Absolute errors at the shoulder and elbow. Parameter values are plotted in their native, untransformed units. Values of the representative participants from Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are shown with Xs. Lines show the median (thick line), inter-quartile range (medium thickness lines), and central 95% confidence interval (thin lines) obtained from the regression analysis.](1743-0003-11-43-5){#F5}

###### 

Model fits and percentiles for joint-based parameters of position sense

  **Param**   **Group**    **Trans**   **Model fit**   **Percentiles**                                                                                            
  ----------- ----------- ----------- --------------- ----------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
  Var~s~      All             ---          0.725             ---           ---      2.317     2.605     2.821     3.507     4.075     4.917     6.593     7.474     7.783
  Var~e~                      log          0.030           0.0017         1.265    --0.656   --0.543   --0.442   --0.184   --0.017    0.188     0.488     0.582     0.658
  Shift~s~                    ---          0.102             ---           ---     --16.33   --14.05   --11.42   --4.293   --0.123    3.731     10.38     11.47     12.81
  Shift~e~    Dom             ---          0.064             ---           ---     --15.15   --13.03   --10.15   --4.540   --0.439    3.293     8.992     10.29     11.81
  Shift~e~    N-Dom           ---          0.015           0.0549        --0.064   --16.73   --12.14   --8.709   --3.785    0.265     4.192     8.595     9.694     11.12
  AE~s~                       inv          0.024          --0.0004        0.190     0.161     0.132     0.100     0.044    --0.004   --0.045   --0.091   --0.102   --0.105
  AE~e~                       log          0.028           0.0024         1.650    --0.809   --0.687   --0.628   --0.296   --0.018    0.260     0.711     0.856     0.982

*Abbreviations:* Var, variability; AE, absolute error. For parameters with a significant effect of sex or active-hand, model fits and percentiles are given for each group. None of the parameters had a significant effect of both sex and active-hand.

Systematic shifts at the shoulder did not exhibit a significant effect of sex or test-hand, nor did they change significantly with age (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C). Systematic shifts at the elbow, however, displayed a significant effect of test-hand (*P* \< 10^-5^). Although systematic shifts at the elbow when the test-hand was the dominant hand did not exhibit a significant effect of aging (data not shown), systematic shifts at the elbow for the non-dominant hand increased by 4.0° across adulthood (*P* = 0.015; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D). The range of shifts at any given age (approximately 20 degrees) was much larger than the change that occurred with increases in age across adulthood.

Absolute errors at the shoulder and elbow did not display significant effects of sex or test-hand. Regression analyses showed a significant increase of 1.0° (18%) across adulthood for median absolute errors at the shoulder (*P* = 0.024; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E). Regression analysis of absolute errors at the elbow showed a significant increase of 1.0° (19%) across adulthood (*P* = 0.028; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}F). Changes in absolute error at both the shoulder and elbow were much smaller than the inter-subject variability at any age.

Discussion
==========

The present study quantified position sense of the upper arm in a cohort of subjects spanning many decades of life. Our findings demonstrate that position sense tends to diminish with increasing age across adulthood. The vast majority of the parameters changed with age (hand-based: Var~x~, Var~y~, Var~xy~, Shift~y~, Shift~xy~, C/E~xy~, AE~x~; joint-based: Var~e~, Shift~e~, AE~s~, AE~e~), with the largest relative effect for the hand-based parameter Var~xy~ (36%). Several parameters also exhibited effects of sex (hand-based: AE~xy~) and test-hand (hand-based: Var~x~, Var~xy~, Shift~y~, Var~x~; joint-based: Shift~e~).

The effect of age on position sense is consistent with most previous reports in the literature \[[@B20]-[@B23]\], though it is not clear why the large cohort of subjects in a study of position sense of the metacarpophalangeal joint did not show an effect of age \[[@B24]\]. Theoretically, aging should have similar influences on sensory receptors (muscle spindles and cutaneous receptors) and cortical grey matter mediating position sense at all joints. This would make it unlikely that age would influence position sense for proximal and not distal joints of the upper limb. The conflicting results may reflect different sensitivities of the assessments used in the two studies. Alternatively, aging may cause smaller declines in sensitivity of cutaneous receptors, resulting in smaller age-related declines in distal joints, which have higher densities of cutaneous receptors.

Over the years, position sense of the upper extremity has been measured many different ways. Some studies assess position sense at individual joints, by identifying the smallest noticeable movement of the joint \[[@B42],[@B55],[@B56]\], replicating a specific joint angle \[[@B38],[@B57]-[@B60]\] or matching the joint angle in the other limb \[[@B22],[@B23],[@B38],[@B59],[@B60]\]. In general, position sense tends to be better for the more proximal joints as compared to distal ones \[[@B61]\], reflecting differences in the number of muscle spindles spanning each joint \[[@B62]\]. Other studies have examined whole-limb position sense by quantifying the ability of subjects to estimate the position of the hand \[[@B20],[@B63]\]. As no muscle spans the shoulder, elbow and wrist, subjects must integrate afferent signals from several muscles to estimate hand position and this estimate is influenced by limb geometry \[[@B62]\].

Differences seen across studies on the influence of aging on position sense may reflect variations in experimental approach. Some studies measured single joint angle errors \[[@B21]-[@B23]\], whereas one measured the location of the hand \[[@B20]\]. A further potential confounding factor is very large inter-subject variability in position sense. For example, Adamo et al., \[[@B22]\] demonstrated that elderly subjects concurrently matching elbow angle had an average error of 3.04 degrees with a standard deviation of 1.38 degrees. We also found considerable inter-subject variability in task performance making it more difficult to statistically identify whether age or other factors influence position sense.

Another difference across studies on aging is whether assessment of position sense was made at a single joint versus whole limb. The latter involves greater complexity because position sense is estimated by integrating sensory signals from many muscles spanning different joints with internal knowledge of segment lengths. We chose to instruct subjects to match their whole-limb rather than joint position because we are behaviourally more concerned about the position of the limb or hand than the particular angle of an individual joint. These differences in the complexity of the task design (multi-joint versus single-joint) and behavioural goals (matching hand position versus joint angle) may contribute to why we found that many parameters were sensitive to increases in age across adulthood.

Our experimental apparatus and study design allowed examination of both hand- and joint-based features. Overall, the majority of our hand- and joint-based parameters studied demonstrated declines in position sense with age. However, analysis of the shoulder, in particular, revealed results that appear somewhat discrepant. Despite the fact that the AE at the shoulder worsens with age, the other shoulder-based parameters (Var, Shift) did not significantly change with age. AE is a measurement that has been used by many other authors when evaluating position sense \[[@B20],[@B22],[@B23]\]. If one considers how the parameters AE, Var and Shift are calculated, we conclude that one should consider AE as a more global measure of position sense because AE is sensitive to both trial-to-trial variability and systematic shifts. Thus, the effects of age reached significance for AE but not these other parameters.

Differences in motor skills of the dominant and non-dominant hand are quite apparent in many activities such as throwing or catching a ball. Although the dominant limb is often better in motor tasks, in some cases the non-dominant limb displays better performance such as end-point accuracy during reaching \[[@B63],[@B64]\]. We found a significant effect of test-hand in three of the hand-based parameters (Var~x~, Var~xy~, Shift~xy~). In each case, performance was better when the robot moved the dominant hand and subjects matched with their non-dominant hand, which is consistent with previous studies \[[@B38],[@B60]\]. As well, age had less of an influence on subject performance when the non-dominant hand was used to match the position of the dominant hand. We found Shift~elb~ was slightly worse when the non-dominant limb was the active arm, although this may reflect the task instruction focused on position sense of the whole-limb and not the joints. Overall, however, position sense appears to be better when relying on information passing from the dominant to the non-dominant limb. However, the current study was not specifically designed to address the neural mechanisms linking hemispheric dominance to position sense. Future studies that are specifically designed to address this issue would be valuable to help better understand hemispheric differences in the processing of proprioceptive information.

With respect to sex, only the hand-based parameter AE~xy~ demonstrated a significant difference between males and females. As described for measures of shoulder performance, AE captures both variability and systematic shifts, thus it may be more sensitive for identifying group differences. Another group has recently reported sex differences in a position sense task, although this occurred only after subjects followed a protocol aimed at significantly fatiguing muscles in the upper extremity \[[@B65]\]. Given the relationship between sex and body size, measures such as height, weight, and body mass index may have exhibited additional relationships with robotic parameters. However, a detailed analysis of these additional factors was beyond the scope of the current study.

Although we found age, sex and test-hand influenced position sense, it is clear that these factors only explain a small proportion of inter-subject variability. For example, changes in position sense across adulthood tended to be only 10 to 30% of the range observed for the 5th to 95th percentile performance at a given age. Inter-rater reliability of the hand-based parameters was generally good although that analysis included both healthy controls and subjects with stroke \[[@B26]\]. Further work is required to identify how much of the inter-subject variability reflects actual differences in position sense across subjects and whether such differences impact or correlate with sensorimotor performance such as throwing accuracy or fine motor skills.

Conclusion
==========

The present study identified how age, sex and test-hand impacts position sense and provides new knowledge on this sensory process. Most hand- and joint-based parameters examined in this study indicated that subject performance generally declined with increasing age across adulthood. There also appears to be effects of test-hand and sex (to a lesser extent) on some attributes of position sense. Such information provides a basis for understanding impairments in position sense due to neurological disorders. Our previous research identified whether individual subjects with stroke had deficits in position sense \[[@B26],[@B27]\]. The present regression models will improve these analyses, creating patient-specific estimates of healthy performance based on age, sex and test-hand.
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